Democracy is a strong universal appeal throughout the world. Democracy index is a measure of democratic performance introduced by Economist Intelligence Unit and has been calculated since 2006 for 167 countries (Micro states are excluded) covering almost the entire population of the world. The Democracy index is based on five factors: electoral process and pluralism; civil liberties; the functioning of government; political participation; and political culture. Countries are placed within one of four types of regimes: full democracies; flawed democracies; hybrid regimes; and authoritarian regimes. Statistical analysis has been done for the Democracy index data of 167 countries for the period 2006 to 2012. It is observed that Democracy is not making any significant progress in the study period. Popular confidence in political institutions continues to decline in many full democratic countries. In some countries, violence and drug-trafficking continues to have a negative impact on democracy. In some countries there were upgrade in democratic performance and in some countries had regression. However, these changes in democratic performances are not statistically significant. As a result Democracy becomes stagnant all over the world and some implications for future progress of Democracy have been suggested.
Introduction
The Economist Intelligence Unit was founded in 1946 and its Headquarter is in London. It has offices at New York, Hong Kong and Geneva. The Economist Intelligence Unit is the world's foremost provider of country, industry and management analysis. Its extensive international reach and unfettered independence make it the most trusted and valuable resource for international business throughout the world. The Democracy Index is an index compiled by the Economist Intelligence Unit that measures the state of democracy in 167 countries, of which 166 are sovereign states and 165 are United Nations member states. The index is based on 60 indicator variables grouped in five different categories: electoral process and pluralism, civil liberties, functioning of government, political participation, and political culture. In addition to a numeric score and a ranking, the index categorizes countries as one of four regime types, full democracies, flawed democracies, hybrid regimes, and authoritarian regimes. The index was first produced for 2006, with updates for 2008, 2010, 2011, and 2012 . These data has been described in Section 3. Section 4 deals with the analysis of these data using statistical analysis of variance technique. Rahman (2012) used analysis of variance technique to analyze the GDP and per capita GDP of GCC countries and here the same technique is used to analyze the democracy index data. Section 5 is the conclusion, implications and some suggestions for future progress of Democracy. Coppedge (2005) said democracy can be defined hundreds of ways. However, almost all definitions belong to one of the four major types: economic, social, communitarian, or political democracy. Economic, social and communitarian democracy are defined in terms outcomes: the equalization of wealth, income and status or the creation and maintenance of a feeling of belonging in a community or communities and the promotion of participation within them. Political democracy doesn't promise economic equality, social justice or a feeling of community, whatever outcomes result from political democracy are consistent with this kind of democracy as long as proper procedures produced them. Diamond (2008) believes democracy must improve where it already exists before it can spread to other countries. Democratic country needs to be held responsible for good governance, not just when it suits them. Without significant improvements in governance, economic growth will not be sustainable. Democratic government must listen to their citizens' voices, engage their participation, tolerate their protests, protect their freedoms, and respond to their needs. Diamond states that one of the main reasons for the recession in democracy is a surge of young democratic countries whose employ rigged elections, intense intimidation of any opposing political party, and unstoppable expansion in executive power. What makes it worse is that many of these countries are still being accepted as democracies by western states. Due to the growth of these corrupted semi-democracies, which Diamond calls electoral authoritarianism, there has been a worldwide fall in the confidence in democracy especially in developing countries. Diamond believes if governance is not improved in democratic states, people will turn to authoritarian alternatives. Anastasakasis (2011) pointed out that favoritism of public administration in Greece where two party systems has been decreased and recent economic crisis increased democratic deficit. The EIU pointed out that popular confidence in political institution has been declining in many full democratic countries. Miller and Listhaug (1990) made a comparative study between Norway, Sweden and USA to examine the trends in political trust for the period 1964-86. They observed that during the early part of that period trust declined in all three countries, later it recovered for Norway but continued to decline in Sweden and USA. One major finding in Norway was that new parties provided the disaffected with a means of representation, thus channeling dissatisfaction back into the electoral arena. On the other hand in Sweden and USA, which have more rigid party systems, accumulating dissatisfaction was directed at the regime more generally because many people failed to see any of the parties as a viable alternative. In many countries have mainly two party systems and usually one of the two main parties has been ruling the country. Rigobon and Rodrik (2005) studied the interrelationships among economic institutions, political institutions, openness, and income levels. They observed that democracy and the rule of law are both good for economic performance, but the latter has a much stronger impact on incomes. Openness (trade/GDP) has a negative impact on income levels and democracy, but a positive effect on rule of law. Higher income produces greater openness and better institutions, but these effects are not very strong. Rule of law and democracy tend to be mutually reinforcing.
Literature review
According to the British Social Attitudes report published in 2012, about 9% people trust British politicians, 17% trust British governments and 15% trust British parliament (a great deal or quite a lot). More or less similar scenarios are observed throughout the world. Other institutions and professions, such as police, church, doctors and bankers have had their fair share of scandals and experienced a decline in public trust.
Prince Charles recently in a speech on Islam said, Science has tried to assume a monopoly even a tyranny over our understanding. Religion and science have become separated, so that now, as Wordsworth said, "Little we see in nature that is ours". Science has attempted to take over the natural world from God; it has fragmented the cosmos and relegated the sacred to a separate and secondary compartment of our understanding, divorced from practical, day to day existence. We are only now beginning to gauge the disastrous results. We have lost a sense of the wholeness of our environment, and of our immense and inalienable responsibility to the whole of creation. This has led to an increasing failure to appreciate or understand tradition and the wisdom of our forebears, accumulated over the centuries. Indeed, tradition is positively discriminated against as if it were some socially unacceptable disease. In his view, a more holistic approach is needed now. Science has done the inestimable service of showing us a world much more complex than we ever imagined. But in its modern, materialist, one-dimensional form, it cannot explain everything. God is not merely the ultimate Newtonian mathematician or the mechanistic clockmaker. Science and technology have increasingly separated from ethical, moral and sacred considerations, so the implications of such a separation have become more horrifying as we see in genetic manipulation, or in the consequences of the kind of scientific arrogance. He said tradition is not a man-made element in our lives, but a God-given intuition of natural rhythms, of the fundamental harmony that emerges from the union of the paradoxical opposites that exist in every aspect of nature. Tradition reflects the timeless order of the cosmos, and anchors us into an awareness of the great mysteries of the universe, so that, as Blake put it, we can see the whole universe in an atom and eternity in a moment. That is why Man is so much more than just a biological phenomenon resting on what we now seem to define as "the bottom line" of the great balance sheet of life, according to which art and culture are seen increasingly as optional extras in life. Traditional religions, with their integral view of the universe, can help us to rediscover the importance of the integration of the secular and the sacred. The danger of ignoring this essential aspect of our existence is not just spiritual or intellectual. It also lies at the heart of that great divide between the Islamic and Western worlds over the place of materialism in our lives. He said Islamic culture in its traditional form has striven to preserve this integrated, spiritual view of the world in a way we have not seen fit to do in recent generations in the West. He emphasized that we can learn a lot from that Islamic world view in this respect. There are many ways in which mutual understanding and appreciation can be built. Perhaps, for instance, they could begin by having more Muslim teachers in British schools, or by encouraging exchanges of teachers.
Prince Charles who is a practicing Christian and will become the head of the Church of England when he succeeds to the throne, spoke in depth about his own study of the Quran which, he said, tells its followers that there is 'no separation between man and nature' and says we must always live within our environment's limits. The prince was speaking to an audience of scholars at the Oxford Centre for Islamic Studies -which attempts to encourage a better understanding of the culture and civilization of the religion. He added: 'The inconvenient truth is that we share this planet with the rest of creation for a very good reason -and that is, we cannot exist on our own without the intricately balanced web of life around us. 'Islam has always taught this and to ignore that lesson is to default on our contract with creation.'
Democracy index data
The EIU's index of democracy is based on the ratings for 60 indicators grouped in 5 categories: electoral process & pluralism; civil liberties; the functioning of government; political participation; and political culture. Each category has a rating on a 0 to 10 scale. Overall index is the simple average of the 5 category indexes. Index values are used to place countries in one of 4 types of regimes: Full democracies--scores of 8-10, Flawed democracies--score of 6 to 7.9, Hybrid regimes--scores of 4 to 5.9 and Authoritarian regimes--scores below 4. Table 1 represents the democracy index data. 
Methodology
Democracy index data of 167 countries for 2006, 2008, 2010, 2011, and 2012 are presented in a two-way table. As Democracy index varies from country to country and over time, we consider randomized complete bock design for the analysis of variance to test whether there are significant variations among the countries as well as between time (years). The following two sets of null and alternative hypotheses are considered. 
Analysis
Democracy index data have been plotted and shown in graphs 1 to 6. The test indicates that there are significant variations between countries but no significant variations between years. That is the global democracy becomes stagnant in the sense that no significant progress or regression. The EIU pointed out that popular confidence in political institution has been declining in many countries including full democratic countries. In most developed and many developing countries have mainly two party systems that is literally a multiparty democracy but practically one of the two main parties has been ruling the country for decades or centuries. Asian Barometer polls show that more citizens believe that the nations' recent democratic transitions had brought no improvements to their lives than believe that the changes are positive. People ruled by hybrid or authoritarian regimes are frustrated with their current uncertain situation and want a change for freedom or better living. As a result they are fighting for democracy but in fact is it the right choice? All unnatural, inhuman things are happening publicly throughout the world. Therefore, to increase peoples' trust and reduce all types of corruptions for better living we need to be better human by acquiring all good qualities of human being in terms of belief, honesty, character, trust and understanding.
Conclusion
Democracy index is a measure of democratic performance introduced by Economist Intelligence Unit. Statistical test indicates that there are significant variations of democracy indexes between countries but no significant variations between years. That is the global democracy becomes stagnant in the sense that no significant progress or regression. Democracy is a popular alternative to hybrid or authoritarian regimes but the nations' recent democratic transitions had brought no improvements to their lives in the society. In many developing countries governments are abusing this democratic identity and under this umbrella doing all inhuman things to control the opponents resulting sufferings of the ordinary people. In many multiparty democratic countries only two main parties are ruling the countries for decades or centuries. In some countries both of these main parties are corrupt and people have no choice. It has been proved that democracy does not bring peace in the society. God has created us in this world with the rest of creation for a very good reason which has been explained in all main religious books especially in Quran. To increase our honesty, character, trust and understanding for becoming a good human we should follow the divine rules and guidance. Eventually everything will work properly including democracy.
